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On Aug 20, 2017, at 6:41 AM, Arnie Rosner <arnie@arnierosner.com> wrote:

The American people must investigate for themselves…The members of Congress are 
impostors and do not lawfully speak or act for the American people.  They all 
committed fraud by pretending and promoting by deception that obamacare was 
legitimately passed as a law…

If we as the people desired to get to the bottom of these matters…
• we must establish our own local, county, state and national oversight 

commissions…
• our own courts of inquiry.
• our own tribunals of, for and by the American people...to dispense lawful 

justice.

And here is proof for you to consider why…The members of Congress can not be 
trusted...

One more time, the actors in Washington, D.C., the impostors---have employed their 
skills at deception to commit fraud and misrepresentation.  

Congressional Oversight

Hear how the deceptive practices are employed…Hear it for yourself.

Fred Hill - ISSA-OversightCommittee

Oversight for Congressional Oversight?

Congressional Manual: How our laws are made.

That was and still is impossible! ...legitimate actions by lawfully acting public 
officers.  As trustees of the public trust and fiduciary officers they must follow the 
law when acting on bills presented for consideration as laws.  It is common 
knowledge not any of the members of the Congress honored their fiduciary 
responsibilities by 

1 reading the bill
2 debating the issues
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3 consulting with the American people they fraudulently pretended to 
represent.

4 Making a conscious and legitimate decision honoring and lawfully respecting 
their fiduciary obligations and responsibilities to pass the pending bill as 
legislation 

before it was declared as having lawfully been voted upon, debated and passed.  
Not declared because I said so...

All members of Congress committed fraud and treason on the American people.  Is 
that not a big enough crime for which to charge them, arrest them and 
prosecute them?

1 Fraud vitiates all.
2 No statute of limitations to pursue the perpetrators of fraud.
3 All ill gotten gains acquired as a result of fraud must be returned to the 

victims.  

Criminal acts of sedition and treason a threat to national security
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